
Movian - Bug #1974
Strange vertical pixel shifting while moving the cursor down on ST homescreen in list view mode
02/13/2014 02:32 PM - rick diskon

Status: Fixed Start date: 02/13/2014
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: User interface Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 5.0
Found in version: 4.5.126.gba74a Platform: PS3
Description

A minor visual bug. When you move down the main screen and stop on an item (bookmark, Settings, Apps, but not the Search bar),
after a delay of ~1 second the highlighted item and everything above it move upwards on the screen by several pixels. This doesn't
occur when moving up instead of down. It does occur when moving "up" to Apps if menu wrap is on. If something other than the
Search box is highlighted and you open ex: the Settings menu through the Triangle key, the pixel shift happens again when you return
to the main screen.

Related issues:
Related to Feature # 1998: Rework UI Fixed 02/18/2014

History
#1 - 02/13/2014 03:00 PM - Leonid Protasov

Not bug but feature? /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png

#2 - 02/13/2014 03:02 PM - Leonid Protasov

Seriously I don't see a bug here. I see that when cursor is "settled" on the icon and it stop to grow - ST scrolls the page so text under the icon become
fully visible. And that is imho should be like that is.

#3 - 02/14/2014 03:58 AM - rick diskon
- File ST pixel shift.avi added
- File ST pixel shift.gif added

Yes, but after the item is highlighted and finished growing, as you say, several blank pixels are inserted below it. Again, this does not occur when
moving upward, only when moving downward or leaving a menu.

As they say, a picture is worth a thousand words, I hope the attached files can explain this better. 
/plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/wink.png

#4 - 02/14/2014 04:37 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from Main menu - icons "settle" on the screen to Strange vertical pixel shifting while moving the cursor down on ST homescreen in 
list view mode
- Target version set to 4.6

All platforms.
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#5 - 03/13/2014 08:08 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version deleted (4.6)

#6 - 05/27/2015 07:48 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Target version set to 5.0

#7 - 08/20/2015 08:23 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Fixed

Will be "fixed" in 5.0 as there is no longer a list view.

Files
ST pixel shift.gif 89 KB 02/14/2014 rick diskon
ST pixel shift.avi 7.96 MB 02/14/2014 rick diskon
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